
CAPS Experience Improvements  

CAPS Version 4.43 - December 04, 2023 
 Enhanced layout features: 

o Layout questions have light gray background. 
o Blue or red color label and icons based on validation state. 
o Width of layout question increased to allow two icons to be displayed. 
o Updated the UI so the width of the answer box will match the length of the associated 

question for more consistent look & feel. 
o Label repositioned to allow more characters to be displayed.  
o Text in Drop down option now wraps for full display. 
o Selected option in drop down displays in bold with light blue background.  
o Checkbox Icon for custom controls Active and Modify appear different then row selector 

checkbox and will appear Blue for active and Gray when disabled. 
 “Reset to Default” renamed to “RESET VALUE” 
 
CAPS Version 4.42  - August 7, 2023 
 First group of Dampers added to Transitional CAPS 
 Batch edit is default grid experience –allowing ability to add new lines in this mode. 
 User now has the capability to enlarge the grid, collapse the sales bill and reset the grid feature. 

 
CAPS Version 4.41  - April 17, 2023 
 New Fan Selector was deployed in 4.41 CAPS  - improving selection efficiency. 
 Ability to select and update values for multiple rows using the new Global Edit feature. 
 Alternative edit experience using Batch Edit allowing you to make multiple changes in the grid and 

load all changes at once. 
 Selecting any of the edit features -Fast Data Entry, Batch Edit or  Global Edit – will transform the 

current grid into the experience for that feature and enables the full-screen to allow visibility to 
more grid rows. 

 Enhanced UI fonts making the text clearer and darker for easier readability. 
 
CAPS Version 4.40  - December 05, 2022 
 First group of Louvers added to Transitional CAPS 
 Interactive Row Status Icon providing error messaging (when clicked). 
 Capability to customize your grid experience including the ability to select, reorder and remove 

columns. 
 Ability to quickly enter required data in the grid using the new Fast Data Entry feature. 
 Easy access on the grid menu to additional data entry functions such as “Import” and “Add by 

Performance.” 
 New conflict messaging providing better guidance on selection conflicts. 


